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The Immigrant Youth Task Force (IYTF) is a new initiative made

up of faculty, staff and students of different disciplines

(medicine, public health, law, social science) throughout UCLA,

working towards improving the health of immigrant youth in

Los Angeles. The mission is to look at different aspects of social

determinants of health through research: housing and living

conditions, employment, safety and shelter, and education.

Some of the goals include 1) having a comprehensive online

toolkit for providers consisting of a list of resources, services

and networks available for the immigrant population to utilize,

and 2) hosting speaker series throughout the school year

discussing various immigration issues and raising awareness.

About the Immigrant Youth
Task Force at UCLA

The Goals through LA County

Summer 2019 saw a collaboration between IYTF and the LA

County Office of Immigrant Affairs, specifically identifying ways

to address the needs of the immigrants of Los Angeles County.

This guide was created to address community health capacity

in Los Angeles.
 

Previous work by the LA County Department of Public Health

(2018) has been made over the years specifically focusing on

climate and health; however due to the changing political

climate, swaying economy and influx of immigrants, it is

important to revisit this issue. Looking at an individual's overall

environment allows for a better assessment of community

health capacity. The hopes are that this guide provides insight

to local organizations on ways to rebuild community health

capacity, develop community trust and improve the

immigrant health of Los Angeles. What we find the key

solution to be is youth engagement, particularly from second-

generation immigrants.
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STEPS to BRIDGING the GAP:

Rebuilding community health
capacity within neighborhoods

Developing community trust in this
current political climate

Improving the immigrant health of
Los Angeles for generations to come

Utilizing youth as the bridge
between first-generation immigrants

and the American culture
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REBUILD COMMUNITY HEALTH
CAPACITY WITHIN
NEIGHBORHOODS

Step
O N E

This section will define

what community

health capacity is, and

what that looks like in

Los Angeles. in this

section, you should be

able to identify what

the health needs are

for the community you

are serving. In doing so,

you will build the

foundation of better

neighborhoods.
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Community  health  capacity  is  the  

enhancement  of  skills  and  organizational
structure  in  order  to  improve  health  and  prolong
these  health  benefits  (Aluttis  et  al.,  2014) .

Identify the
Immigrant

Community

Los Angeles is the most diverse region of the United

States ,  as well as the most densely populated (World

Population Review ,  2019) . This makes it home to many

immigrants ,  of whom reside throughout the county .

Based on your organization 's location ,  it is important to

know and understand the immigrant population

surrounding you ,  whether or not you are serving them .

In doing so ,  you develop cultural competency ,  as well

as create an organizational space where all individuals

are welcome .

Identify the
Immigrant

Concerns

Now that you have identified your immigrant

community(ies) and developed cultural competency ,

you are then able to identify health concerns .  Every

culture has their own health concerns ,  so identifying

what that is is critical for the success of your work .  
 

Note :  Health concerns of one group of individuals may

not necessarily be important to another group .
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DEVELOP COMMUNITY TRUST

Step
T W O

This section will go into

how to build community

trust, and how to retain it

no matter the political

climate. This section is

integral to your work,

because it will

foreshadow the impact

that your organization has

made to the community

you are serving.
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Getting the Community to
Trust Your Organization

Family and community
resources are critical to
the opportunities that
immigrants face upon
coming to the country.

(Batalova & Fix, 2011)

Now that you have identified the community you are working with, and

understood what their health needs are, it is crucial that trust is developed.

Developing the "whole community" method (LA County & County of LA

Public Health, 2016) when planning, where you are getting various sectors

(healthcare, business, education, government) within the community

involved in your work

Make your presence known, and not just for a one-time occurrence*

Directly train community members, so that information that is shared can

reach the rest of the community at large*

Have your events/workshops/teach-ins in a public space, to create an

environment of inclusion*

Currently, the trust that immigrant communities have towards agencies, both

governmental and non-governmental, is quite minimal. These are in large part

due to different environmental factors, including ongoing ICE raids and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

reassurance, your organization can develop trust with your immigrant clients. 

 

What does that look like?
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changes in policy (i.e. HUD mixed-status housing

proposal, the public charge rule, increased border

patrol). Because of this, immigrants are in a state of

fear. In addition, the lack of resources plays a part in

trust levels. A lack of resources signifies a lack of care,

and a lack of care creates an atmosphere where trust

is not available. Through education, collaboration and

*These points are suggestions that were brought up in interviews with organizations



UTILIZING YOUTH TO FORM
THE BRIDGE

Step
T H R E E

In this section, we begin to

offer a solution to bridging

the gap between

organizations and

immigrant families: youth

engagement. This section

hones in on second-

generation youth, but this

information is applicable to

all youth.
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Second-Generation Youth are 

the Key
According to research done at Texas State University (2013), youth involvement

positively impacts an organization, and often leads to impressive improvement

due to new innovations, ideas and changes. In the case of youth with immigrant

parents, this engagement means many things. Second-generation youth are

defined as American-born individuals with foreign-born parents. Previous research

that was done on this group focused primarily on the demographics of this group;

however, this guide hopes to introduce the potential second-generation youth

bring to this work. In 2004, 21% of California's population were second-generation

(Ramakrishnan & Johnson, 2005), and in 2010, they made up 53% of California's

youth population (Batalova & Fix, 2011). For generations now, second-generation 

Second-generation immigrant youth

are the bridge between their parents

and American society. This is not a

case of assimilation; rather, it

highlights an accommodation for

immigrants to live multicultural lives

here in Los Angeles. Through youth

engagement, different communities .

youth have been the backbone for

their families - translating for their

loved ones, being present at their

medical appointments, and taking

care of the bills and charges. They

have a unique experience in that

they are the bridge between the two

worlds of their existence: that of the

American culture, as well as the one

from their cultural heritage.
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Youth are the Future

are interacting with one another, and leaning against each other for support.



IMPROVING THE HEALTH OF
IMMIGRANT ANGELENOS

Step
F O U R

By this point, community

members have entrusted you

with their future, looking to

your organization for the

stepping stones of change.

Through youth engagement,

different communities are

interacting with one another,

and leaning against each other

for support. Through the

collaborations and

partnerships between you and

other organizations, the health

of Los Angeles will see an

improvement.
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Healthy Immigrant =
Healthy LA

When looking at the health of a community, the

focus is not just on the physical health, life

expectancy and nutrition; this is only the tip of the

iceberg. Particularly for immigrants, health is a

combination of mental, emotional, environmental

and social stability, financial security and cultural

inclusion (LA County & County of LA Public Health,

2016). For example, organizations such as 805

Undocufund, IDEPSCA and Habitat for Humanity

provided immediate assistance to the immigrant

families impacted by the Woolsey fire last year.

Furthermore, LAHSA (LA Homelessness Service

Authority), CES (Coordinated Entry System) and

Homeless Count work to keep track of the

homeless individuals and reduce the number of

this disparity throughout the county. All of this

work is interconnected and play a role in the

overall health and well-being of the immigrant

population.
 

How your organization addresses these issues

sheds light to the impact your work is making on

these immigrants' lives. Immigrants are the

foundation of this country, bringing in opportunity

and perspective to the community, which adds to

the culture. Such culture and perspective is seen

throughout Los Angeles County, in the various

neighborhoods that immigrants reside in. This is

why the health of immigrants is the health of Los

Angeles.
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Organizations Making a Change
for the Immigrant Community in

Los Angeles*

Fami ly  &

Chi ldren

Lega l

Serv ices

Envi ronmenta l

Just ice

Youth

Engagement

Work  &

Labor

Natura l

D isaster  Aid

CHIRLA

CARECEN

United Way LA

Habitat for

Humanity

211 LA County

LAHSA

CARECEN

IDEPSCA

Asian Americans

Advancing Justice

(AAAJ)

Inner City Law

Center

CHIRLA

IDEPSCA

Pacoima Beautiful

LAANE

CHIRLA

CARECEN

Wise Up!

CA Dream Network

LA Conservation

Corp

Malibu Community

Labor Exchange 

CHIRLA

LAANE

IDEPSCA

United Way LA

NDLON

LA Conservation Corp

IDEPSCA

805 Undocufund

Malibu Community

Labor Exchange

Habitat for

Humanity

211 LA County

*check Appendix for contact information
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CONCLUSION
LA County prides itself for its diversity, and it is this aspect that makes

it so welcoming. By working on reducing fear and increasing
community trust within immigrant populations, your organizations
will be able to assist families in need, keep families together, and

work on improving the overall health and well-being of Angelenos.

The intention of this guide was to address the lack of community health

capacity present in the immigrant population of Los Angeles. Our hopes are

to begin the conversation of what a healthy immigrant population looks

like in Los Angeles, and ultimately throughout the country. As more

immigrants move here, it is important that there are resources and

organizations available for them to ensure their health and well-being

needs are being met.
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Organization Contact Information

MARK  BARBARA GEORGE

211 LA County
https://www.211la.org/

(800) 339-6993 or 211+

 

805 Undocufund
https://805undocufund.org/

(805) 988-0196

 

Asian Americans Advancing Justice
https://www.advancingjustice-la.org/

(888) 349-9695

 

CA Dream Network
https://tinyurl.com/cal-dn

ptrujillo@chirla.org

 

CARECEN
https://www.carecen-la.org/

(213) 385-7800 | info@carecen-la.org

 

CHIRLA
https://www.chirla.org/

(714) 430-8771

 

Habitat for Humanity
https://www.habitatla.org/

(310) 323-4663 | info@habitatla.org

 

IDEPSCA
https://www.idepsca.org/

(213) 252-2952 | idepsca@idepsca.org

 

Inner City Law Center
http://www.innercitylaw.org/

(213) 891-2880 | info@innercitylaw.org

LA Conservation Corp
https://www.lacorps.org/

(213) 749-3601

 

LAANE
https://laane.org/

213-977-9400 | info@laane.org

 

LAHSA
https://www.lahsa.org/

(213) 683-3333

 

Malibu Community Labor Exchange
https://www.malibucommunitylaborexchange.org/

(310) 317-4717 | malibucle@gmail.com

 

NDLON
https://ndlon.org/

(626) 799-3566

 

Pacoima Beautiful
https://pacoimabeautiful.org/

(818) 899-2454 | info@pacoimabeautiful.org

 

United Way LA
https://www.unitedwayla.org/en/

(213) 808-6220 | info@unitedwayla.org

 

Wise Up!
https://www.chirla.org/

kgarcia@chirla.org

APPENDIX
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